Abstract
1.Introduction
Cognitive Radio Network (CRN) is a future based technology works over Dynamic spectrum allocation (DSA) scheme. CRN has four basic functions such as spectrum sensing, spectrum sharing, spectrum mobility, and spectrum decision. In which spectrum sensing technique makes an important role to detect primary user (PU) signal. CRN comes under IEEE 802.22 wireless regional area networks (WRAN) standard, has capability to sense channel usage. It consists primary user (PU) which is licensed user, and secondary user (SU) or CR which is unlicensed user. CRN utilizes PU frequency band between CR users for communication when the licensed band is not used by PU. Detecting PU signal by CR's there are three basics detection methods, named as Matched filter detection method, Energy detection method, and Cyclostationary feature detection method [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Time-to-time there was various methods have been proposed to improve these SS techniques. Sensing a wide-band spectrum makes an important role in CR. But a few works have been done by some researchers on the wide-band spectrum sensing field in CRs. Two-stage spectrum detecting method is considered as one of the methods to handle this issue. In [6] , authors presented a two-stage sensing scheme where first stage consists coarse sensing based on energy detection and, fine sensing based on cyclostationary detection exists in the second stage for SS. If require, coarse stage detects PU signal. Otherwise, fine sensing stage will detect and give the final decision. But the difficulty with
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Copyright ⓒ 2016 SERSC this scheme is that both stages perform SS, therefore, it increases spectrum sensing time. In [7] , author presented another scheme, where out of two stages only one of the detection techniques was running at a time based on the estimated SNR [8] . Although this scheme reduces the mean sensing time but it does not consider spectrum sensing failure problem [9] .
In this paper, we have focused and mitigated sensing failure problem [9] by presented a novel collaborative spectrum sensing technique based on estimated SNR with adaptive threshold (ESNR_ADT) in CRN. The propose scheme estimates SNR and based on this selects either ED with fixed threshold or ED with adaptive threshold, to improves the detection performance at a fixed probability of false alarm (P f ) i.e. 0.1. Selection of detector depends on estimated SNR value (S e )and threshold (γ), if S e is greater or equal to γthen ED with fixed threshold (λ 1 ) will be selected, else ED with ADT will performsensing operations. ED with ADT uses adaptive threshold which is made adaptive to the fluctuation of the received signal power in each local detector of CRuser. Performance of detector was also calculated in terms of sensing time. It is shown that the proposed sensing technique has smaller SS time than cyclostationary detection and adaptive SS.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents system description. Section III describes proposed system model. Section IV shows the numerical results and analysis. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
2.System Description
In this method, there is a mathematical expression to detect the PU signal by using following hypothesis for received signal [1, 10] 
x(n) shows signal received by each CR user. s(n) is the PU licensed signal, w(n) shows AWGN (additive white gaussian noise) with zero mean i.e. w(n) ~ (0, σ w 2 ) and σ w 2 is noise variance, h(n) is the gain of Rayleigh fading channel where wireless channel is Rayleigh exist between the PU and the CR users. H 0 is the null hypothesis, shows the absence of PU and H 1 is the alternative hypothesis, shows that PU is present.
A. Estimated Signal to Noise Ratio
Signal to noise ratio (SNR) shows the ratio between signal power (PS) and noise power (PW). Signal power is, received PU signal by CRand noise signal is unwanted signal. We can calculate the power of any kind of signal either PU signal or noise signal.
There is a mathematical formula to calculate estimated SNR ( ) value given as
Equation (3) shows estimated SNR value. Where N is total number of received samples, n = 1, 2, 3 ……….. N. Once the value of is calculated then converts into dB, compare S e to decided threshold ( ) as shown below in Equation (4), (5) & (7) respectively. Based on the final resultant of Equation (7) detector will choose any one of the spectrum detector between ED and ED with ADT detectors. 
Using Equation (7), if estimated SNR value in dB (S e ) is greater than or equal to threshold ( ) then propose system will select ED to detect PU signal, else ED with ADT will be selected to perform SS operation.
B. Adaptive Threshold Scheme for Spectrum Sensing (ADT)
ED based SS [11] , noise uncertainty arises the difficulty in setting the ideal threshold for a CR and therefore reduces its spectrum sensing reliability [12] , Moreover this may not be optimum under low SNRs where the performance of fixedthreshold (λ 1 ) based ED can fluctuate from the desired targeted performance metrics significantly.
In Figure 1 , x-axis shows the power level of signals and y-axis shows the signals probability. There are two curves, depicts the PU signal and noise curve. According to CRN scheme, it is very easy to detect PU and noise if both are separate from each other. Like ED receives PU signal then it shows H 1 i.e. channel is occupied, and if receives noise signal it shows H 0 i.e. channel is un-occupied. But if PU signal and noise both intersects to each other then it is very difficult to sense desired signals. In Figure 1 , the area comes between PU and noise curve or under upper bound (λ A1 ) and lower bound (λ A2 ) is known as confused region. In this region using single threshold detection of noise and PU signal is difficult. In the ED with ADT scheme, the upper bound threshold (λ A1 ) is selected according to the maximum noise variance, and the lower bound threshold (λ A2 ) is selected according to the minimum noise variance. 
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Copyright ⓒ 2016 SERSC Figure 1 , illustrates the energy distribution curve of PU signal and noise. Using single threshold, detection between noise and PU signal is difficult under confused region. To overcome this problem we considered adaptive two threshold scheme to define the local decision at the CR user as following logic function rule (LR).
{ ( )
M is the quantization decision, and Z denotes received signal energy by CR user. In [13] , authors proposed a double thresholds method to reduce the average number of sensing bits to the receiver. But, the decreases are achieved at the expense of some sensing performance loss which is sensing failure problem. To remove these problems effectively, two thresholds λ A1 and λ A2 are used to help the decision of the CR user, as shown in Figure  2 . Here, two-bit quantization method divides confused region into four equal quantization intervals as (λ A2 A -AB -BC -Cλ A1 ), where λ A2 , A, B, C, &λ A1 are sub-thresholds (ST) and their values are chosen as Now, the false alarm probability (Pf) of conventional ED with single threshold can be calculated as [12] ( √ ) ( ) Where Q( ) is known as Gaussian tail probability Q-function, and noise variance is denoted by σ ω 2 . Given the target false alarm probability the threshold λ can be determined as
Where Q -1 ( ) denotes the inverse Gaussian tail probability Q-function. Assuming that the noise uncertainty in the wireless network environment is defined as [1/ρσω2, ρσω2] , where ρ is a constant parameter that computes the size of the uncertainty and ρ >1. In the adaptive threshold decision scheme, we have chosen two thresholds λ A1 & λ A2 , the value of maximum noise variance shows the value of upper threshold λ A1 and the value of minimum noise variance shows the value of lower threshold λ A2 . Hence
If detected signals fall inside any one of the quantized interval, it will generate its respective decimal values (DV) as { ( ) Equation (16) shows the decimal values (DV), which are compared with thresholds (λ A1 , λ A2 , &λ 2 ) to make local decision at a fixed P f i.e. 0.1. Outside the confused region it generates binary bit i.e. 0 or 1 depends on signal existence. Figure 3 , shows proposed ESNR_ADT spectrum sensing scheme. CR receiver receives PU signal and calculates SNR value (S e ) using above mentioned mathematical formulas. Now, compare the value of (S e ) with decided threshold (γ) in order to select detector for PU signal detection. If the value of estimated SNR is greater or equal to threshold then ED will use. Otherwise, ED with ADT will detect PU signal.
Proposed System Model

A. Proposed ESNR_ADT Spectrum Sensing Scheme
In Figure 3 , assuming S e is greater or equal to (γ) then ED is selected and calculates the energy of PU signal (X), compares (X) with threshold (λ 1 ) to indicate PU is present or absent. At other end if S e is smaller than (γ) then ED with ADT is selected and ED with ADT calculates the energy of received PU signal (Z), compares(Z) with thresholds (λ A1 &λ A2 ) by using adaptive threshold scheme. The probability of detection P d can be also identified. The expression for P f and P d can be defined as [14] .
Where, σ ω 2 and σ S 2 are the noise variance and signal variance respectively. Q( ) denotes Gaussian tail probability Q-function. The total error rate is the sum of the probability of false alarm (Pf) and the probability of missed detection alarm (Pm). Hence, the total error probability rate as follows
Where, (1-P d ) shows the probability of missed detection (P m ). Figure 4 , shows the internal architecture of ED [15] with single threshold (λ 1 ). Here, input PU licensed signal received by square law device, which shows detected signal energy (X) [16] and compared with single threshold to make a final decision to determine whether the PU is present or absent. 
Energy Detector (ED)
(
Figure 3. Proposed Model: SNR Estimation Based Spectrum Sensing Detector (ESNR_ADT)
A.1. Energy Detector with Single Threshold (ED)
A.2. Energy Detector with AdaptiveTthreshold (ED with ADT)
This is a simple ED circuit except threshold, where we used adaptive threshold instead of fixed threshold. Suppose that estimated SNR value is lesser than decided threshold ( ) then ED with ADTdetector will try to detect PU signal. Figure 5 shows model of ED with ADT where firstly, square law device (SLD) detects the signal and shows signal energy (Z). After SLD, we have two parts named as upper part and lower part. In upper part if detected energy values (Z) are greater than or equal to λ A1 , it will show H 1 (signal presented), or less than λ A2 show H 0 (signal absent). But, if detected energy values (Z) fall between λ A1 and λ A2 then it will consider lower part and follow quantization process to produce its respective decimal values (DV) as shown in equation (16) Where, m and n are the output values of upper part and lower part respectively. After that values of m and n are added using adder.
Finally, Second stage local decision (LS) is expressed using equation (24), (25) & (26), which is the final output of ED with ADT as follows:
Equation (27), comparing the resultant value (Y) to threshold (λ 2 ), to maintainoverall system probability of false alarm (P f ) 0.1. If Y is greater than λ 2 signal is present otherwise absent.
The novelty of this paper that there are two detectors but implies single stage detector scheme. Based on estimated SNR value,proposed model will chose respective detector. This propose scheme improves sensing time, detection performance, overcome sensing failure problem, and reduce computational complexity as well. 
4.Numerical Results And Analysis
In the presented system model, we assumed total number of samples (N) 1000, P f = 0.1, and SNR varies from -20 dB to 0 dB. QPSK modulation is considered in Rayleigh fading channel.
The probability of detection describes how often PU is susceptible to potential interference from the CR. In CRN, Pd is one of the important parameter in order to calculate the performance of system. According to IEEE 802.22 WRAN standard the value of Pd should be as maximum as possible under the constraint of probability of false alarm. Figure 6 exhibits the graph between P d and SNR of the proposed scheme with other two previous schemes. It is found that our scheme yields better results and the detection performance is improved by 30.5 % and 30 % as compare to cyclostationary based sensing method and adaptive SS at -10 dB SNR respectively. Figure 7 shows that the proposed scheme has minimum error rate as compared to other two previous schemes, i.e. 0.1 at -6 dB SNR.
Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve is illustrates in Figure 8 . ROC curve shows the relationship between probability of false alarm and probability of detection alarm [17] of a SS method under several SNR values for propose scheme. For P f = 0.1 and SNR = -10 dB, probability of detection is in the order of 0.9, which is the SS requirement of IEEE 802.22 [18] [19] .
The SS time defines the total time taken by CR user to detect PU signal. Suppose SS time is increased then PU can utilize its spectrum in a better manner and the limit is decided that CR can't interfere throughout that much of time. More PUs will be detected if more the SS, due to this the level of interference will be less. The SS time is directly related to the number of samples received by the CR user. The more sensing time is devoted to detecting, the less sensing time is available for transmissions and hence degrading the CR throughput. This is known as the sensing efficiency problem [20] or the sensing-throughput tradeoff [21] in SS. Figure 9 shows the graph of spectrum sensing time versus SNR. The proposed scheme requires lesser sensing time than the previously proposed schemes. It is observed that there is an inverse relation between SS time and SNR. As SNR increases, sensing time decreases. At -20 dB SNR, proposed scheme requires approximately 48 ms while previous schemes (cyclostationary based sensing method and adaptive SS) requires around 53.2 ms and 49.0 ms sensing time.
( )
In Equation (28), Tshows total SS time of CR user. T F and T S are the first stage SS time and second stage SS time of individual CR user's respectively.
In Figure 10 , we have plotted the probability of detection (P d ) versus Threshold value (λ) plots for different SNR values such as -6 dB, -8 dB, -10 dB, & -12 dB, it is seen that there is an inverse relationship between (P d ) and threshold for a fixed value of SNR. Observe Figure 10 , if SNR increases, probability of detection also increases with respect to threshold. The maximum value of probability of detection is approximately 1.0 throughout the range of threshold (λ) at -6 dB SNR. It shows that the proposed ESNR_ADT detector can detect PU signal at -6 dB SNR for N = 1000, and λ = 3.0.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a robust detector using SNR with adaptive threshold scheme in CRN. This scheme improves sensing time and overcomes sensing failure problems. Numerical results show that proposed ESNR_ADT scheme outperforms other two previous schemes, by 30 % and 30.5 % at -10 dB SNR. It is also shown that the proposed scheme yields lesser sensing time than cyclostationary detection and adaptive SS
